When are the busiest hours downtown? -This is difficult to wrangle... it depends on so many things
(events, games, time of year, etc.) I will focus on the two busiest areas that I have data for from Uber and
Lyft based on their ride requests. The Kirkwood stretch (near KOK) is Wed, Friday, Saturday &
sometimes Thursday 9 PM-2 AM. Walnut St. from 6th St. to 9th (Brothers Bar, Bluebird, Sports) is
Thursday-Sunday 9 pm-2 AM.
What work needs to be done during those hours? --Emptying of city cans, following up with
businesses that have overflowing private cans, cigarette butt removal, and picking up individual trash
throughout downtown on the sidewalks.
What is the sanitation schedule and how does it compare to the sanitation need? --This operates
under two different areas of Public Works (Facilities & Sanitation). Under facilities, there is 1 person,
Chris, who has a vehicle and is mostly on food with a trash grabber and bucket and he works M, Thurs, F
(7AM-3:30PM), Sat, Sun (6AM-2PM). Still waiting for a response on Sanitation's schedule (trash trucks)
downtown. -Sanitation picks up trash daily by 7 AM, and only pick up 1 time a day.
What is the parking enforcement schedule and how does it compare to the parking enforcement
need? -Current schedule is 9 AM-9PM. There is a need for 9 PM-3 AM due to food trucks, potential pilot
of Uber/Lyft zones to be enforced, and general parking chaos downtown creating safety hazards. The
meters stop at 9PM, so the focus would be for instance a food truck parked on a yellow curb or an Uber
or delivery driver blocking a lane of traffic for several minutes creating congestion and overall safety
issues. I have requested overtime for parking ops as a pilot to be authorized by BPD through Beverly, and
am awaiting a response/authorization from BPD.

